We examine the …nite-sample performance of dynamic factor models that use aggregate and disaggregate data, when the latter rely on …ner disaggregations of the headline concepts of a small set of economic categories. Our Monte Carlo analysis reveals that using the series with largest averaged within-category correlation outperforms using disaggregate data in factor estimation and forecasting in several cases.
Introduction
Empirical macroeconomists face a peculiar data structure. Due to recent advances in information technologies, data are becoming increasingly available with unprecedented degree of disaggregation. However, in practice, the data sets typically rely on …ner disaggregations of the headline concepts of a small number of broad economic categories. For example, the data sets usually contain sectorial splits for industrial production and labor, detailed information on prices and disaggregations of surveys into sectors.
To deal with these large data sets, factor models have received a growing attention for their ability to summarize the information contained in lots of series in a small number of unobserved common factors that may capture the comovements across the series, which are usually used to forecast some key economic aggregates. Mainly, the factor models rely Although the natural choice would be to use as sectorial information as possible in factor models, extracting information from such large data sets could be suboptimal. Boivin and Ng (2006) for the US and Caggiano, Kapetanios, and Labhard (2009) for some euro area countries show that including sectorial information could lead to model misspeci…cation in small samples since it increases the idiosyncratic cross-correlation. Poncela and Ruiz (2012) show that, when model parameters have to be estimated, parameter and total uncertainties could increase with respect to the cross-sectional dimension. Banbura and Runstler (2011) show that forecast weights are concentrated among a relatively small set of euro area indicators. Banbura and Modugno (2010) and Banbura, Giannone and Reichlin (2011) …nd that including disaggregated information does not improve the accuracy of the euro area forecasts.
Our contribution to this literature is twofold. Our …rst contribution is to design a Monte Carlo experiment that allows us to document the conditions under which adding more disaggregated data, which rely the particular structure described above, could be undesirable. Within this context, we develop the simulations to evaluate the precision in estimating the space spanned by the common factors as well as in forecasting a targeted time series under two empirical scenarios. In the …rst scenario, the factors are estimated and the forecasts are computed from a large data set, which is generated by including additional series in a small set of broad categories under the assumption that the additional series in each category are …ner disaggregations of one main indicator with which they could be correlated. In the second scenario, the factors and the forecasts come from a factor model that uses a small number of aggregated time series.
Our Monte Carlo experiment has been designed to focus on the e¤ects on these two scenarios of across-category and within-category correlations, serial correlation of factors and idiosyncratic components, sample sizes, oversampled categories, and ragged edges.
Although there is no unambiguous evidence in favor of aggregate or disaggregate data, our results reveal the cases in which using aggregate information is advisable. In particular, we …nd that aggregate information outperforms disaggregate information in factor models when the cross-correlation across the series of the same category is high, when the factor is persistent, when some categories are overrepresented and when the serial correlation of the idiosyncratic errors is high. The better performance of aggregate information is magni…ed when the correlation across categories is low.
Our second contribution has to do with the fact that, although there is empirical evidence that using large cross sections could deteriorate the performance of factor models, the choice of the data set from which to extract the factors and to perform the forecasts remain partly unaddressed. To gauge the problem of selecting the representative indicators from the small set of separate economic categories, we propose the following criterion: select one representative of each category, the time series with largest averaged correlation with the series of the same category. We compare our selection criterion with those used by Boivin and Ng (2006) , who select the variables by removing the time series with highest correlation across the idiosyncratic components and by De Mol, Giannone and Reichlin (2008) , who randomly pick one series from each category. We show that the forecasts computed from our method outperform the forecasts computed from these alternatives.
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The empirical performance of aggregate versus disaggregate factor models is examined by using the set of 147 US monthly macroeconomic indicators early suggested by Stock and Watson (2002b) . The time series included in the data set are classi…ed by these authors into 13 economic categories, such as real output, prices, and employment. In an out-of-sample exercise, we examine the performance of a factor model that uses the disaggregate information of 147 indicators versus a factor model that uses only the indicators that exhibit the highest averaged correlation with the series of the same category. For this purpose, we analyze the accuracy to forecast four key macroeconomic variables at di¤erent short-term horizons. The empirical results obtained from actual data are in concordance with those obtained from generated data. The factor model that uses aggregate information yield satisfactory or even better forecasting results than the factor model that uses disaggregate information, which agrees with the …ndings of Banbura and Modugno (2010) and Banbura, Giannone and Reichlin (2011) . Remarkably, our variable selection method clearly outperforms the statistical method suggested by Boivin and Ng (2006) This empirical example illustrates an additional advantage of our variable selection criterion. We …nd that the set of indicators selected with our method is economically meaningful, in the sense that the indicators picked from each category typically coincide with the aggregate headline concepts (such as total industrial production). By contrast, some of variables selected from the alternative procedures are …ner dissaggregations of the headline concepts. Therefore, the analysis developed by using these aggregated data are more di¢ cult to interpret in empirical economic applications. In addition, the variables selected from the Boivin and Ng (2006) method generally belong to only a reduced number of economic categories while some key categories become unrepresented. This could be problematic since some of these categories are routinely monitored by users of factor models and including them in the analysis can be important not only to eventually improve the forecasts but also for interpreting the forecasts.
These results could help in formalizing the variable selection of those factor models that use aggregate information from small sets of indicators whose data selection does not rely on statistical criteria. These factor models typically use di¤erent enlargements of This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 brie ‡y describes the factor model strategy.
Section 3 presents the details of the simulation exercise and show how the main series of each category and their …ner disaggregations are generated. Section 4 shows the main …ndings in the comparison of factor models that use aggregate and disaggregate information for di¤erent parameter's values. Section 5 describes the main results of our empirical application. Section 6 concludes.
Dynamic factor models
Regardless of the time series used in the analysis, factor models can be represented in a similar general framework. Let y t be a scalar time series variable to be forecasted and let X t = (X 1t ; :::; X N t ) 0 , with t = 1; :::; T , be the observed stationary time series which are candidate predictors of y t . If we are interested in one-step-ahead predictions, the baseline model can be stated as
where = ( 1 ; :::; N ) 0 , and yt+1 is a zero mean white noise.
Since estimating this expression becomes impractical as the number of predictors increases, it is standard to assume that each predictor X it has zero mean and admits a factor structure:
for the ith cross-section unit at time t, i = 1; :::; N , i = ( i1 ; :::; ir ) 0 , and t = 1; :::; T . In this framework the r 1 vector F t contains the r common factors, i the r factor loadings, it = 0 i F t the common components, and it the idiosyncratic errors. In vector notation the model can be written as
where = ( ij ) is the N r matrix of factor loadings and t is the vector of N idiosyncratic shocks. We assume that the vectors F t and t are serially and cross-sectionally uncorrelated unobserved stationary processes. 1 In contrast to static factor models, the dynamics of the common factors are supposed to follow autoregressive processes. Although it is very easy to generalize, let us assume that the factors follow a simple V AR(1) process
where A is the r r matrix of coe¢ cients, with E[u t ] = 0 and E[u t u 0 t ] = u . In addition, t is also assumed to follow a simple stationary V AR(1) process with mean zero:
where v t is serially uncorrelated with
Then, the target variable y t can be forecasted through the common factors by using the expression
Finally, let us denote the dynamic factor model that uses aggregate information as ADF M (N is …xed and small and T is large) and the dynamic factor model that uses disaggregate information as DDF M (N and T are large). In addition, although we leave the data to select the number of factors in the empirical exercise, let us focus the Monte Carlo analysis in the case that there is only one factor.
Aggregate dynamic factor models
The baseline model is the single-index dynamic factor model of Stock and Watson (1991) , which can be written in state-space form. Following these authors, the autoregressive parameter A, the vector of the N loading factors , and the (N N ) covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic shocks v , is estimated by maximum likelihood via the Kalman …lter. 3 1 In this framework the common factor is supposed to generate most of the cross-correlation between the series of the data set fXitg N i=1 : 2 Although assuming V AR(p) dynamics for the factors and the idiosyncractic components is straightforward, it would complicates notation. 3 For identi…cation purposes, u is usually assumed to be one.
Let h t be the (N + 1) vector h t = (F 0 t; 0 t ) 0 , I j be the identity matrix of dimension j, and 0 j be the vector of j zeroes. Hence, the measurement equation can be de…ed as
where
and e t is a vector of N zeroes. In addition, the transition equation can be stated as
where the (N + 1 N + 1) matrix F is
and w t = (u t ; v 0 t ) with zero mean and covariance matrix
In the standard way, the Kalman …lter also produces …ltered and smoothed inferences of the common factor: fF s tjt g T t=1 and fF s tjT g T t=1 . These inferences can be used in the prediction equation (6) to compute OLS forecasts of the variable y t+1 : Stock and Watson (2002a) and Bai and Ng (2003) show that if (i) the errors are stationary, (ii) the factors have non-trivial loadings, and (iii) the idiosyncratic errors have weak correlation both serially and cross sectionally, the factor space can be consistently estimated when N and T go to in…nity. In particular, to estimate the factor for large panels that use disaggregate information, we use the quasi-maximum likelihood approach suggested by Doz, Giannone and Reichlin (2012) . They show that consistency is achieved under the assumption of lack of serial and cross-sectional correlation in the idiosyncratic component even if this condition is not satis…ed by the data. In this method, the estimates of the parameters are obtained via the EM algorithm, which consists on an iterative two-step 7 estimator. In the …rst step, the algorithm computes an estimate of the parameters given an initial estimate of the common factor. In the second step, the algorithm uses the estimated parameters to approximate the common factor by the Kalman smoother. Iterating this process is an algorithm where in every step the likelihood increases, and hence, under regularity conditions, it converges to the maximum likelihood solution. 4 Using a set of time series fX t g T t=1 , the (i + 1)-th iteration of the algorithm is de…ned as follows. Let us assume that^ i ,Â i and^ i v are known. Let F i t be the common factor which is the output of the Kalman …lter from the i-st iteration. The updated estimates of
Disaggregate dynamic factor models
The estimates of the expectations can be obtained from
where the series fF i t g T t=1 is the factor estimated at the iteration i. In addition, since
is the variance of the …ltered common factor, then denoting by fV i t g T t=1 the variances obtained from the Kalman …lter at the i-st iteration, the expectation E[F t F 0 t ] can be estimated by
Following a similar reasoning,
; and the last expectation which we denote as fM t g T t=2 can be estimated from the outputs of the Kalman …lter at the iteration i. Then, the expectation E[F t F 0 t 1 ] can be estimated by
4 Maximum likelihood estimates for large systems could be also estimated by other approaches than the EM algorithm. See, for example Jungbacker and Koopman (2008) 8
The matrix v is estimated as the diagonal matrix whose principal diagonal is given by:
These estimates can be used again in the Kalman …lter to compute the factors F i+1 t
. The algorithm, which starts with the static principal components estimates of the common factors F 0 t and their factor loadings 0 , is repeated until the quasi-maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are obtained. 5 These can easily be used to compute the estimates of the common factor fF tjT g T t=1 using the Kalman smoother, treating the idiosyncratic errors as uncorrelated both in time and in the cross section. 6 Finally, the forecasts of y t+1 are estimated by OLS regressions on (6).
Designing the simulation study
In this section, we perform Monte Carlo simulations to asses the extent to which using disaggregate time series to data that belong to a small set of broad economic categories may deteriorate the performance of the models in …nite samples. 7 For this purpose, the analysis accounts for di¤erent degrees of across-category and within-category correlation, for di¤erent degrees of serial correlation of factors and idiosyncratic components, for different sample sizes, for oversampled categories and for the case of dealing with ragged edges.
Forecasting scenarios
The …rst scenario refers to the hypothetical case in which users of factor models could perform the analysis from the aggregate information of the representative indicators of each economic category by screening out the noisier time series of each category. This case 5 Among others, see Banbura and Modugno (2010) to account for idiosyncratic serial correlation. 6 The algorithm requires small number of iterations to converge. In our simulations, we only required 3 or 4 iterations to converge. 7 Moench, Ng and Potter (2009) develop an interesting analysis by using dynamic hierarchical factor models. The comparison between these models and the factor models used in this paper is left for further research.
exhibits the lowest empirical relevance since researchers rarely know the less noisy series.
However, this is included in the analysis for comparative purposes since, by construction, we expect that this case reaches the best performance. 
Generating aggregate data
To simplify the analysis, we assume that the less noisy indicators of each category, fX s it g N;T i;t=1 , with N = 10, are generated from one common factor only. 8 First, given A and u ; we generate the series of the common factor fF t g T t=1 by using expression
In the empirical applications, F t usually represents the "state of the economy" or the "business cycle". In this case, fu t g T t=1 are random numbers which are drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and variances u = 1. To examine the dependence of the results on the persistence of the factor, we allow for di¤erent values for the parameter A = 0:1; 0:5; and 0:75. 8 To simplify the analysis, we consider only one factor. Using more than one factor would require identifying assumptions that complicate the analysis of all the possible identi…cation schemes. Nevertheless, we address the possibility of estimating more than one factor in Section 4.
Second, we assume that the idiosyncratic errors follow autoregressive processes. For particular values of the coe¢ cient matrix C, and v , we generate the series t = ( 1t ; :::; N t ) 0 ,
In this case, v t = (v 1t ; :::; v N t ) 0 , and fv it g N;T i;t=1 are random numbers which are drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix v . To simplify simulations, the autoregressive coe¢ cients matrix C will be diagonal with two possible values c = 0:1 and c = 0:75 in all the elements of the main diagonal. In addition, to examine the e¤ects of the errors cross-correlation, the covariance matrix will take di¤erent values across the simulations. In particular, let us consider a given value for the parameter s and generate the vector ! s : : : 1
As can be deduced from this expression, the parameter s represents the maximum correlation between the error terms of two series and controls the correlation across categories of data. In the simulations, the values of this parameter will be s = 0; 0:1; 0:5; and 0:75.
Then, fF t g T t=1 , and f t g T t=1 is used in
to obtain simulations of X S t , with X S t = fX s it g T t=1 , for i = 1; :::; 10, where is assumed to be a column vector of N ones.
Therefore, each of the ten series X S it included in X S t could intuitively be interpreted as ten economic sectors that depend on two components. The …rst component, F t , is common to the ten categories and is usually interpreted as the business cycle in empirical applications. This component is allowed to exhibit di¤erent levels of persistence, which is measured by A. The second component, it , refers to sectorial or idiosyncratic components.
This component is also allowed to exhibit di¤erent levels of persistence (measured by c) and across-categories cross correlation (measured by s ).
Generating disaggregate data
In the case of the large data set fX l jt g M;T j;t=1 , with M = 100, we assume that each of the ten less noisy series generated in the previous section, X S it , represents the main indicator of each category. Accordingly, we add an error term representing the idiosyncratic error of the speci…c series of each category to each of the ten time series fX s it g N;T i;t=1 for N = 10. These errors are called fw ikt g 10;10;T i;k;t=1 where i represents the category, and k represents each of the series that belongs to the i-th category. These errors are assumed to be correlated with the series the i-th category and serially correlated. Hence, set of disaggregated information is generated by using
where i = 1; :::; 10, k = 1; :::; 10, and w it = (w i1t ; :::; w i10t ) 0 is the vector of idiosyncratic errors, which is generated by
In this expression, fe l ikt g 10;10;T i;k;t=1 are random numbers drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix w , which is the Toeplitz matrix constructed from the vector ! l as in (21) According to expressions (22) , (23), and (24), each series of the large data set can be decomposed as follows
where l ikt = it +w ikt . Then, the idiosyncratic components l ikt are composed by a common error inside the categories, it , which could be correlated across di¤erent categories and a speci…c error term, w ikt , which could be correlated with series of the same category.
Finally, putting together the series along all the categories, we have the large data set that contains the disaggregated information 
The …nal set of generated time series can be interpreted as economic indicators that have been generated as the sum of two components: the common factor, F t , and the idiosyncratic component, l ikt . Therefore, they depend both on the within-category cross correlation (measured by l ), on the across category correlation (measured by s ) and on the serial correlation of the idiosyncratic components (measured by d).
Generating the targeted series
Finally, we generate the series to be predicted in a simple scenario. To simplify simulations, we consider that the forecasts computed from the factors and only one lag of the time series are dynamically complete. Hence, the series y t is generated from the following factor-augmented regression
where is one and e yt is a white noise process, with ey = 1. The parameter , which measures the autocorrelation of the target series, is assumed to take on the values of 0, 0:3, 0:5 and 0:8.
Simulation results
In each replication, j, we estimate the factor models that use aggregate and disaggregate information and compute the accuracy of these models to infer the factor by using the Mean Squared Error over the J = 1000 replications
for i = a in the case of the models that use aggregate information and i = d in the case of the models that use disaggregate information. In this expression, Q is the projection matrix of the true common factor on the estimated common factor. 9 In addition, we 9 We need the projection matrix since the common factors are estimated up to a signal transformation.
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compare the out-of-sample forecasting accuracy of ADF M and DDF M by computing the errors in forecasting one step ahead the generated target series. Let b and b be the OLS estimates of the parameters given by equation (27) using the common factor series and the values of y up to period T: Then, we construct the one-step-ahead forecast of y jT +1 by using the relation b y i jT +1 = b F i jtjT + b y jT . In this way, one can de…ne the Mean Squared one-step-ahead Forecast Errors of model i as
According to the forecasting scenarios described above, we call 
Factor estimates
Let us start the analysis of the simulations by using M SEs to examine the relative accuracy of the models to infer the factors. To facilitate understanding, let us describe how the results are presented in the tables. First, the results in Tables 1 to 3 are classi…ed according to di¤erent values of the autoregressive coe¢ cient of the common factor (coef…cient A). This coe¢ cient takes on the value of 0:1 (low correlation) in Table 1 , the value of 0:5 (medium correlation) in Table 2 and the value of 0:75 (high correlation) in Table 3 .
Second, each of these tables shows the accuracy of the models for di¤erent values of the cross correlation of the errors within (measured by l ) and across (measured by s ) categories. The …rst block of the results refers to the case when the only cross-correlation presented in the idiosyncratic components is due to series that belong to the same category, which occurs when s = 0, while the following blocks of results examine the e¤ects of progressively increasing the correlation across categories to 0:1, 0:5 and 0:75. Within each of these blocks, the tables report the models accuracy to infer the common factor when the within-category correlation, which is measured by l , increases from 0 to 0:1, 0:5 and 0:9.
Third, the …rst four columns of the tables refer to MSEs from dynamic factor models which either use the set of ten less noisy indicators (results labelled as M SE a p ), or use the series of each category that exhibits the highest averaged correlation with the series of its respective category (results labelled as M SE a r ), or use the complete set of 100 indicators (results labelled as M SE d ), or use the number of series selected with the Boivin-Ng statistical criteria (results labelled as M SE a b ), respectively. Fourth, it is a common practice in large scale factor models that each category is represented by di¤erent number of time series and frequently some categories might be over represented. 11 We address the e¤ects of over sampling on the performance of the models in the last three columns of these tables. For this purpose, we simulate ten categories of data but including 20 series instead of 10 in the …rst category, using 5 series instead of 10 in the second and third categories, and using 10 series in each of the other 7 categories. 12 Fifth, in Tables 1 to 3 , we assume that the idiosyncratic components and the errors of the same category have low serial correlation (values of c = d = 0:1), that the sample is small (T = 50), and that there is only one common factor in the estimation. 13 that T is small when it is smaller than 50, and that T is very small when it is equal to 25.
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and in the case of ragged edge are analyzed in Tables A1 to A9 Tables 2 and 3 , which report the results of increasing the inertia in the simulated common factor, with A ranging from 0:1 (almost no serial correlation) in Table 1 to 0:5 (moderate correlation) in Table 2 and to 0:75 (high correlation) in Table 3 . Although our results con…rm the deterioration in factor estimation from all the factor models, the relative losses are not uniformly distributed across the models. When the serial correlation of the factor increases, the good performance of the factor model that uses aggregate information increases signi…cantly, except for the case of very large correlation across categories where the relative gains attenuate. In fact, when A = 0:75 the factor model that use only the series of each category with highest within-category correlation outperforms the factor model that uses disaggregate information in all scenarios. 15 Second, our results are in concordance with those of Boivin and Ng (2006) who suggest that the factor estimates are adversely a¤ected by cross-correlation in the errors and by 1 4 Since the statistical method proposed by Boivin and Ng (2006) does not provide signi…cant gains with respect to the other proposals, this method is omitted in the tables that appear in the Appendix. 1 5 This is a very realistic scenario. For example, the estimated inertia in the case of the Chicago Fed National Activity Index (CFNAI) and the Philadelphia Fed ADS Business Conditions Index (converted to monthly by averaging) were 0.86 and 0.93, respectively.
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oversampling. The M SEs displayed in Tables 1 to 3 suggest that the factor model that uses disaggregated information is usually beaten by the factor model that uses aggregate information when the correlation of the variables of the same category is high. In addition, the e¤ect of using oversampled categories in factor analysis are analyzed in the last three columns of the tables, which report the M SEs of estimating the factor from models that use the 10 unbalanced sets of indicators as described above. Overall, the the factor model that uses the disaggregated information provided by unbalanced categories performs worse than than in the case of balanced categories, especially when the correlation across categories is small. Again, the relative better accuracy of the factor model that uses aggregate information is more evident when the low correlation across categories is combined with high within-category correlation and high persistence of the factor.
Notably, Tables 1 to 3 also show that the statistical selection criterion proposed by
Boivin and Ng (2006) is not appropriate in most cases. Only in the case of very low correlation across categories, very low within-category correlation and extremely low autocorrelation of the factor, the results obtained by using their selection criterion are comparable with the results obtained by using our selection criterion. Even in this case, it is also remarkable that the good performance of their statistical criterion are not robust to oversampling. This result suggests that using our variable selection criterion is appropriate when data sets are drawn from a small number of broad categories.
The tables that examine the robustness of these results to di¤erent assumptions, which are labelled as Tables A1 to A9, are included in the Appendix. To begin with, Tables A1 to A4 examine the e¤ects of increasing the serial correlation of the idiosyncratic components on the factor models. In particular, the e¤ects of having higher autocorrelation of the series speci…c shock (measured by d) are analyzed in Tables A1 and A2 whereas the e¤ects of assuming higher autocorrelation of the category speci…c shocks (measured by c)
are analyzed in Tables A3 and A4.   Tables A1 and A2 show the M SEs of the models when the serial correlation of the series speci…c shock is assumed to grow from d = 0:1 to d = 0:75 in two scenarios, when the serial correlation of the factor is low (A = 0:1 in Table A1 ) and when it is high (A = 0:75 in Table A2) . Tables A3 and A4 analyze the role of the serial correlation of category speci…c shocks, which is measured by the parameter c. This parameter is allowed to increase from c = 0:1 to c = 0:75 when the serial correlation of the factor is low (A = 0:1 in Table A3) and when it is high (A = 0:75 in Table A4 ).
The M SEs reported in the tables show that increasing the serial correlation in the idiosyncratic components contributes to deteriorate the overall performance of the models. However, the tables show a better accuracy of the factor models that use the 10
representative series compared to the factor models that use the disaggregate information of the 100 series, especially when there is high serial correlation in the idiosyncratic components. This result reveals that factor models that use large panels could be more negatively a¤ected by serial correlation than factor models that use a reduced number of selected indicators. Finally, the tables also show that the relatively larger negative e¤ects of increasing the correlation of the idiosyncratic components on large panels are magni…ed in the case of oversampled categories.
The role of the number of observations in the performance of factor models is examined in Tables A5 and A6 . According to the theory, in absence of the typical data problems which are accounted for by our simulations and that usually appear in empirical applications, the larger the time series the better expected performance of factor models that use disaggregated information over the factor models that uses only aggregated information.
This theoretical result is documented in Table A5 where the reported M SEs show that under low serial correlation of the factor and low correlation of the idiosyncratic errors, the accuracy of the factor model that uses the ten representative indicators that exhibit the largest correlation with the series of each category with respect to the factor model that uses disaggregate information diminishes. However, the tables also show that when the serial correlation of the factor increases, the former clearly outperforms the latter. Interestingly, the tables also reveal that the relative losses in accuracy due to oversampling in factor models that use disaggregate information are still large when the sample size increases even in absence of data problems.
It is worth noting that the number of factors has been restricted to be one according to the data generating process. However, the generation of time series in di¤erent categories with high within-category and across-category correlation may lead this assumption to 18 be too restrictive. 16 To evaluate the e¤ect of this potential restriction that could a¤ect the accuracy of factor models that use disaggregate information, we leave the models to select the number of factors according to the procedure described in Bai and Ng (2002) , where the maximum number of factor is 11. 17 Table A7 Finally, factor models are an appropriate framework to handle in an automatic manner data sets with series that are available with di¤erent publication lags. 18 Skipping details, the idea is to write the likelihood as if the data were complete and to discard in the Kalman …lter the rows that correspond to missing observations. Table A9 examines the e¤ects of missing data on factor models when 20% of time series end at T -2, 40% of the time series end at T -1 and 40% of the time series end at T . 19 In line with Banbura and Modugno (2010), we …nd that although the accuracy decreases when missing data appear in the data, the losses are not large. Interestingly, our results suggest that the deterioration in factor estimation is uniformly distributed across the models. This suggests that our results are not qualitatively a¤ected by the presence of missing data. 1 6 Although the datasets have been generated from one seminal factor, estimating the model from highly correlated indicators of di¤erent categories could require more than one factor. 1 7 We also selected the factors by using BIC. However, although this method selected lower factors, it typically exhibited a deterioration in MSE. 1 8 For a deeper analysis of the e¤ects of missing data on factor models, the readers are referred to Banbura and Modugno (2010) and the references therein. 1 9 We tried with other combinations of missing data and the results where qualitatively similar. 19 
Forecasting accuracy
This section examines how close the one-step-ahead out-of-sample forecasts based on the estimated factors are to the target series, which has been generated from (27). Part of the forecast performance analysis has already been developed in the previous section since, in absence of autocorrelation in the target series (measured by ), the forecast performance is expected to increase when the discrepancy between the actual and the estimated factors diminishes. 20 Accordingly, this section examines the e¤ects of di¤erent values of ranging from 0 (no inertia) to 0:8 (high degree of time series dependence) on forecast performance.
In addition, the section also addresses the e¤ects of the data problems outlined above on the the relative forecast performance of factor models that use aggregate and disaggregate information.
Tables 4 to 6 evaluate the ability of factor models in forecasting. 21 As in the case of factor estimates, the relative forecasting accuracy of factor models that use aggregate and disaggregate information is examined under di¤erent scenarios and the Monte Carlo simulations allow for di¤erent degrees of cross-correlation across ( s from 0 to 0:5) and within ( l from 0 to 0:9) categories. Table 4 shows the M SF E of the models when the factor exhibits low correlation (A = 0:1) while Tables 5 and 6 Tables A10 and A11 .
Overall, the tables show that the typical data problems lead to similar e¤ects on the forecasting ability of the models than those observed on the analysis of factor estimation. When the time series are correlated with the indicators already included in some categories, the factor or the idiosyncratic components are persistent, or some categories are oversampled, forecasting with disaggregate data performs worse than forecasting from a representative series data set, especially when the categories are not highly correlated.
Again, the tables show the better accuracy of our economic selection criterion with respect to the statistical selection criterion suggested by Boivin and Ng (2006).
As expected, the results depend on the magnitude of the autocorrelation of the target variable since it tends to mitigate the forecasts losses of those models which are more contaminated with data problems. That is, the models that exhibited larger deteriorations in factor estimation due to data problems present smaller increases in M SF E when the autocorrelation of the target variable increases. The intuition is clear: the larger the autocorrelation of the target variable the smaller the weights of the factor in forecasting the time series and the lower the e¤ect on forecasting from inappropriate factors. 
Empirical analysis
This section examines the forecasting accuracy of small versus large scale dynamic factor models by using the data set of 147 monthly macroeconomic indicators used in the balanced panel factor estimation by Stock and Watson (2002a) for the US economy. 23 The variables, which are available over the sample 1959:01-1998:12, are standardized and transformed to induce stationarity following their instructions.
Preliminary analysis of data
According to Stock and Watson (2002a) , Table 7 classi…es the data in 13 di¤erent categories: (1) According to the motivation of the paper, much of the time series included in each category are disaggregations of the headline concept and, therefore, are expected to exhibit large correlations with each others. To gauge this potential problem, Table 7 also shows in the third column the averaged correlation across the series of each category. Overall, the categories contains very collinear indicators, which exhibit averaged correlations of more than 0:5 in the cases of housing starts and sales and exchange rates and of more than 0:4 in the cases of real output and income, consumption, stock prices, and interest rates.
Hence, it would be reasonable to conjecture that some of the variables factor models that use disaggregate information might not be useful to improve the forecasting accuracy. In fact, the larger the correlation within the series of the same category, the more likely to fail the assumption of weak correlation across the idiosyncratic components in factor models.
As the simulation results suggested, it might be worth focusing on some key variables 2 3 Although the unbalanced panel proposed by Stock and Watson (2002a) included 215 time series, we concentrate on the 147 time series that form the balanced panel. 2 4 The last category labelled as miscellaneous has been omitted from the empirical analysis since it included only one series.
22 from each category. For this purpose, the fourth column of Table 7 shows the name of the series that exhibit the largest averaged correlation with the series of each category and the last column of Table 7 reports the magnitudes of these averaged correlations. Overall, these series exhibit averaged correlations with the series of the same category of more than 0:5, and in some cases the correlations rise up to 0:70 in the case of exchange rates and to 0:74 in the case of housing starts. Interestingly, when …ner disaggregations of sectorial data are included in a category, the representative series of the category usually refers to the total (non disaggregated) indicator.
In addition, it is of great interest for the paper to examine the correlation across the indicators of di¤erent categories. If these correlations are high, we expect that the empirical performance of factor models that use aggregate data deteriorates considerably. To address this issue, Table 8 
Out-of-sample forecasting
We consider two real (industrial production and non agricultural employment) and two nominal (consumer and producer price indexes) target series, which are called Y t . Accordingly, we investigate the accuracy of the di¤erent speci…cations of dynamic factor models to forecast industrial production using the following multi-step ahead forecasting procedure described in Stock and Watson (2002a)
In this equation, y h t+h is the h-step ahead covariance stationary transformation of the original series Y t , where y h t+h = ln(Y t+h =Y t ), b In the third scenario, the 13 indicators are selected by randomly picking one series from each category, as in De Mol, Giannone and Reichlin (2008) . The third competitor is a factor model that uses the disaggregate information of the 146 indicators. In some cases, 2 5 According to our simulation results, we did not use BIC to select the factors in models that use large panels. 2 6 To allow for balanced comparisons, the method is iterated until the …nal dataset contains 13 indicators.
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the number of factors is restricted to be r = 1 while in others the optimal number of factors r is determined by using BIC or, as suggested by our simulation results, by using
Bai and Ng (2002).
To facilitate comparisons, the tables report the RM SF E relative to the autoregressive models. Hence, an entry less than one indicates that the factor model forecast is superior to the autoregressive univariate forecast. According to Stock and Watson (2002a) , regarding the factor model and the forecasting horizon used in the analysis, the forecasts of the factor models generally improve over the benchmark univariate forecasts.
In addition, we …nd that the forecasting accuracy depends on the number of factors included in the analysis. In the case of real variables, we …nd signi…cant improvements in the forecast performance of factor models whose factors are determined by statistical criteria over the forecasts computed from only one factor, especially when the forecasting horizon becomes large. For example, Table 9 shows that when only one factor is included in the factor forecasts, the relative RM SF E are always greater than 0:9, which implies that the factor forecasts are only slightly more accurate than the univariate autoregressive forecasts. However, in the case of nominal variables, we failed to …nd these forecast improvements when the number of factors is restricted to one.
In the cases of industrial production, nonagricultural employment and consumer price index, we …nd that the model that uses the series with highest within-category averaged correlation typically performs better than the model that uses the disaggregated information, especially when forecasting real variables, especially when the forecasting horizon increases. Interestingly, when the model that uses disaggregate data performs better than the model that uses aggregate data, the relative RM SF E are comparable. Therefore, in line with Banbura and Modugno (2010) and Banbura, Giannone and Reichlin (2011), we …nd that including more disaggregated data does not improve the accuracy of the forecasts.
Similar performance of these two alternatives suggests that using the series with highest within-category averaged correlation can reliably extract the relevant signals from large data sets that rely on …ner disaggregations of the headline concepts of a small number of broad categories.
Remarkably, Tables 9 and 10 show that the variable selection criterion proposed in this paper, which is based on picking the series of each category that exhibits the largest within-category correlation uniformly performs better than the variable selection suggested picking one series from each category. Therefore, we consider that our proposal could be the basis of factor models that use aggregated data whose variable selection does not follow statistical criteria.
Conclusions
Two versions of dynamic factor models have received a growing attention in the recent forecasting literature, the dynamic factors that use disaggregate information from large data sets and the dynamic factors that use the aggregate from a small number of representative indicators. In this paper, we propose simulations that which mimic di¤erent scenarios of empirical forecasting when the data sets rely on …ner disaggregations of the headline concepts of a small number of broad categories. As in economic applications, we assume that some categories are oversampled, that it may appear cross correlation and serial correlation among idiosyncratic components, that the factors exhibit di¤erent degrees of correlation and that the indicators are available with di¤erent publication lags. In this context, we ask weather it is su¢ cient to use only the key selected indicators of each category (the one with largest averaged within-category correlation) or it would be more e¢ cient to use the disaggregated (sometimes redundant) information of each category.
In addition, we …nd that adding data that bear little additional information about the factor components does not necessarily lead factor models to improve upon the forecasts factor models that use the selected indicators. In particular, we show that when the additional data are too correlated with the data of some categories that are already included in factor estimation, forecasting with disaggregated information performs worse than forecasting from aggregated data. Our results are stronger in the case of high persistence of the common factor, in the case of high serial correlation of the idiosyncratic components and in the case of oversampled categories. However, we should give a warning 26 about the abuse of aggregated data: when these data problems do not appear, aggregate data performs worse. Notes. See notes of Tables 1 and 4 . Notes. The dataset, the definition of the thirteen categories, and the distribution of the indicators across these categories follows the Stock and Watson (2002a) . The representative series of each category is the economic indicator that exhibits the largest averaged correlation with the series of the same category. The last column reports these correlations. Notes. See notes of Table 4 . Notes. See notes of Table 4 . Notes. The number of common factors is selected as in Bai and Ng (2002) . See notes of Table 4 . 
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